
Three needles, endless choices 
The Standard, Fast Pour and Vintage Cork 
Needles ensure that you’ll have the right one  
on hand for any bottle.

Multi-glass capacity 
Each needle is crafted from Teflon-coated,  
surgical stainless steel and lasts up to  
1,000 pours.

Little needles that make a big difference 
Each needle is designed to easily pass through 
natural cork, creating a path small enough to heal 
so the cork will continue to preserve your wine.

PRECISION CORAVIN 
NEEDLES FOR THE  

Precision CORAVIN™ Needles pour wine smoothly and quickly so you  

can savor your glass right away. These high-grade needles are so gentle 

that they enable natural cork to instantly seal again upon removal. 

Coravin Needles come in three diameters to pair with young and old 

corks. Each needle is made of durable stainless steel and Teflon®-

coated to make sure that the wine keeps on flowing, glass after glass.
 PERFECT POUR.

CORAVIN™ NEEDLES



DELIVERED THEN SEALED.

Ultra-thin Walls 
Each needle has an easy-pour gauge 
and thin walls, for the smoothest, 
quickest pour possible.

Cleaning Tool 
Included with each needle, the  
cleaning tool easily cleans the  
needle of occasional excess cork.

SPECIFICATION Fast Pour Needle Standard Needle Vintage Cork Needle

Band color (grip) Red Black Silver

When to use For a faster pour and  
accessing bottles with  
corks in good condition.

The standard needle with  
the Coravin System; ideal for 
most bottles and situations.

For accessing an older  
bottle, or if cork quality  
is of concern.

Pour speed 19-25 seconds 25-29 seconds 53-57 seconds

Gauge 15.5 16.5 18

Length 3.6" 3.6" 3.6"

Materials Teflon®-coated stainless steel Teflon-coated stainless steel Teflon-coated stainless steel

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Color-coded Tops 
Each textured grip is color-coded: 
silver for Vintage Cork, black for 
Standard, and red for Fast Pour.

Smart Grip 
Change needles with ease,  
thanks to the smart textured 
grip atop each needle.

CORAVIN™ NEEDLES
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